Almost two years after his debut novel was featured in the New York Times Book Review, Daniel Gargallo returns with Eclipse On Virgo: The Demiurge, the first novel in a four-part series. Eclipse On Virgo is an indictment of the divine, a punishing work that dominates the senses like smoldering sage, but it is also a deeply personal search for beauty, an unforgettable monument to the imagination of Romantic tradition.

Demiurge Design | graphic design inspired by modern, eclectic and retro influences. Digital artist and motion graphics designer Dan Hoopert lives and works in England. Using Cinema 4D Hoopert created a stunning typography project that re-created the alphabet with virtual 3D wire. 

In honor of its upcoming book launch, online education and marketing firm 9Clouds has released a teaser for the full-length field guide to social media in the form of a [...] Demiurge Design Infographics. Logo Design Examples Minimal Logo Design Graphic Design Logos Logo Branding.